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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this work we prove that if a periodic neutral differential equation with 
uniformly stable D operator (which includes retarded equations) has a 
uniformly asymptotically stable equilibrium point and if we perturb the 
equation slightly, then a periodic solution of the same period will exist. 
Since a generalization f a Browder’s asymptotic fixed point theorem is 
available, we will not assume that the period is greater than the lag; this makes 
it possible to extend the results for existence of an equilibrium point if the 
system and the perturbations are autonomous. For retarded equations, that 
problem has been studied by Halanay [l] when the period is greater than the 
lag and by Jones [2] for the general case. 
2. MAPS AND FLOWS 
In this section, we are going to state a fixed point theorem for maps and 
flows. X will denote a Banach space and U(A), A C X, is the measure of 
noncompactness of the bounded set A [3]. 
DEFINITION. A continuous map T: X -+ X is condensing if for any 
bounded set A for which T(A) is bounded and if a(A) # 0, it follows that 
a(T(A)) < a(A). In particular, ar-contractions, i.e., functions for which the 
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inequality a(T(A)) < &(A) holds, where 0 < k < 1 is a constant, are 
condensing. 
LEMMA 1. Assume T: X -+ X is a condensing map and x, is a bounded 
sequence such that TX, - x, goes to zero. Then some subsequence converges 
to a fixed point of T. 
Proof. Call A, = {xn , n 2 N). Given E > 0, let N = N(t) be such that 
] TX, - x, 1 < E for n 3 N(E). If B, denotes <-neighborhood, we can write: 
A, C B,(T(A,)), and then, OI(A~) < a(T(A,)) + 2~. Since oz(AN) = or(A,), 
a(T(A,)) = ol(T(A,)) and E is arbitrary, ol(A,) < a(T(A,)). The fact that T 
is condensing implies that A, has compact closure. Any convergent sub- 
sequence of x, will converge to a fixed point of T, and the lemma is proved. 
DEFINITION. Let T: X + X be a continuous function and assume 
T(0) = 0. Then 0 is uniformly asymptotically stable if given E > 0, there 
is a S(E) > 0 such that 1 x 1 < S implies / T”(x)1 < E for any K > 0 and 
there is a positive number Y with the following property: For any 7 > 0, 
there is an N(q) such that I Tk(x)I < 77 for k 3 N(q) and I x I < Y. 
THEOREM 1. Let To\, e): X -+ X be a family of condensing maps depending 
on the real parameter h E [--h, , h,], X, > 0. Assume 
(i) T, = T(0, .) is uniformly continuous in a neighborhood of the origin; 
(ii) the origin is an uniformly asymptotically stable Jixed point of T, ; 
(iii) T(x, A) + T,,(x) as h ---f 0 uniformly for x in a neighborhood of 
the origin. Then, there is a h, > 0 such that for I X 1 < h, there is a Jixed point 
x(X) of T(A, .) and x(h) + 0 as h -+ 0. 
Proof. Take the number Y in the definition fstability small enough to 
guarantee that the ball B(r) satisfies (i)and (iii). Take E = r/2 and 7 = S(c)/2 
and consider the corresponding number N = N(v). Our next claim is 
the following. Given numbers n and a > 0, OL < e/2, there is a 
hr(cl, n) > 0 such that for 0 < K < n, I h I < X,(or, n), the inequality 
1 Tk(x, h) - T,,“(x)1 < 01 is satisfied for x in B(S) (see [Sj). In fact, for 
rz = 0 it is true. Assuming it is true for (n - 1) we get I Tn(h, x) - To”(x)1 < 
I T(h, T”-l(h, x)) - T,,( Tn-l(X, x))l + I T,,( T+l(h, x)) - T,,( Tt-l(x))/. Since 
1 T+l(X, x) - T,“-‘(x)1 < c/2 for I X j < X,(ol, n - 1) and x in B(S), it follows 
that Tn-l(h, x) E B(r). Choose h,(a) such that I T(h, y) - T,,(y)1 < 42 for 
I h / < X,(a) and y in B(Y) (this is possible by (iii)). Let p be the number 
corresponding to (r/2 in (ii). If we take &(a, n) = min(X,(ar), X,(/3, n - 1)) 
we get I T”(X, x) - T,,“(x)1 < 01 for I X / < &(a, n) and I x j < 6. Then the 
induction is complete. Now define h, = &(S/4, 2N). Considering the 
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sets 8, = B(6), S, = B(r), S,, = B(36/4) we see that for 1 h 1 < h, , 
T”(h,S,)CS,,O~K~N-l,T”(h,S,)CS,,N~Fi~2N-l.From 
a theorem in [6] it follows that T(h, .) has a fixed point x(X) in S,, . To prove 
that x(h) + 0 as h + 0, suppose not. Then, there are sequences h, -+ 0 
and x,, x, bounded and away from zero such that T(&, , xn) - x, = 0. 
From (iii), we conclude that T,,(xJ - x, + 0, and Lemma I implies that 
there is a nonzero fixed point of T,, in 8, which is a contradiction. 
DEFINITION. A continuous function T: R, x X - X is a flow if 
T(0, x) = x, and T(t + s, x) = T(t, T(s, x)), for any x E X and s, t > 0. 
The origin 0 is an equilibrium point if T(t, 0) = 0 for any t > 0. We say it 
is uniformly asymptotically stable if given E > 0 there is a S(E) > 0 such 
that 1 T(t, x)1 < E for t > 0 and I x / < 8, and there is an r > 0 with the 
following property. For any 17 > 0 there is a T(T) such that / T(t, x)1 < 7 if 
t 3 T(v) and 1 x j < r. 
Let w > 0 be a positive number and consider the sequence w, = w/n. 
Assume there is a bounded sequence x, of fixed points of T(w, , .). Observe 
that x, will be also a fixed point of T(w, .). If T(w, .) is condensing, the set 
6% 7 n > l} is precompact, and arguing as in [6] we can prove that some 
subsequence converges to an equilibrium point. Putting these things together 
we can state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let T(h) be a Jlow in X, depending on X E [---ho , h,] and 
T(h, t) is condensing for t > 0. Assume 
(i) for 0 < t < w, w > 0, T,(t) = T(0, t) is uniformly continuous 
in x in some neighborhood (independent of t) of the origin; 
(ii) the origin is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point of T,, ; and 
(iii) T(h, t, x) -+ T,-,(t, x) us h --+ 0, uniformly for 0 < t < w and x 
in some neighborhood of the origin. Then if /\ is small, there is an equilibrium 
point x(X) of T(h) and x(X) + 0 us A + 0. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO NEUTRAL FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Let r > 0 be a given real number, En be an n-dimensional linear vector 
space with norm I . I. C([a, b], En) denotes the space of continuous functions 
from [a, b] to En with the uniform convergence topology and we will use 
simply Cfor C([--r, 01, E”). For x E C([-Y, b], E”), b > 0, let xt E C, t E [0, b] 
be defined by ~~(0) = x(t + f3), -r < 0 < 0. Suppose D: R, x C + En 
be a linear operator on the second variable, D(t, p’) = A(t) ~(0) - g(t, v), 
where A(t) is a continuous nonsingular matrix, and g(t, p’) = sy7 dp(t, 6) v(0) 
satisfies /sTs+ [dp(t, e)] v(e)[ < y(s, t) 1 v 1, for 0 < s < r, where p is an 
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n x n matrix function of bounded variation on 8, y is continuous and 
~(0, t) = 0 for any t 2 0. 
If f:R, x C+E” is a continuous function, then the relation 
(44 w, Xt) = fk Xt) is a NFDE. A solution through p at time o is a 
continuous function defined on [U - r, b), b > (T, such that x, = v, Dx, is 
continuously differentiable on (a, b) and the NFDE is satisfied on (a, b). 
A local existence theorem holds for NFDE, and we will also assume that the 
solution is unique (which is verified if f satisfies some Lipschitz condition). 
If we denote by x(t, u, v) the solution such that x, = v, then the function 
T(t, u, T) = xt(u, 9’) is continuous in (t, u, v) whenever it is defined [7]. 
DEFINITION. If the function identically zero is a solution of a NFDE, 
we say it is uniformly asymptotically stable if for any E > 0 there is a S(E) > 0 
such that for all u > 0 any solution x(t, u, v), 1 v 1 < S satisfies 1 ~,(a, v)[ < E 
for t > u and there is an Y > 0 with the foIlowing property: For any 7 > 0 
there is a T(q) such that 1 xt(u, v)l < n for t 3 u + T(q), j v I < r. Since 
we are going to assume thatf maps bounded sets into bounded sets, it follows 
that if 1 v I < r, the solution x(t, u, F) is defined on [a, co) (see [9]). 
Next consider the equation: (d/dt) D(t, xt , h) = f(t, xt , ;\), where X is 
a real parameter in [--h, X,] and D(t, y, X) = A(t, h) ~(0) - g(t, v, h) with 
4, 4 continuous, nonsingular, and g(t, y, h) = l!-T [&(t, 8, h)] v(e), 
I J"ls+ [dp(t, e h)]q(~)l < y(s,k t) I q I, y(O,h t) = 0,y continuous. Let us 
call W, v> = D(t, v, Oh fJ& TJ) = f(t, v, 01, 4,(t) = A(t,O), g&, v> = 
&? % 0). 
LEMMA 2. Assume that the origin is an unijormly asymptotically stable 
equilibrium point of (d/d) D,,(t, XJ = fo(t, xJ. Assume further that g(t, y, A) + 
g,,(t, p)), A(t, h) --f A,,(t), f(t, y, h) +fo(t, p) as h + 0, the convergences being 
uniform for t in bounded sets and v in a neighborhood of the origin, fo(t, 9)) 
satisjies a Lipschitz condition in a neighborhood of the origin, uniformly for t in 
bounded sets, then there is a 6 > 0 such that for any T, there is a h(T) > 0 
with the property that T(h, t, IJI) is dej%ed on [0, T] for I CJI < 6, I A 1 < X(T) 
and T(& t, 9)) -+ T,,(t, v) uniformly for q~ E B(S) and t E [0, T]. 
Proof. Let x(t) and y(t) be solutions of (d/dt) D,,(t, xt) = fo(t, xt) and 
(d/dt) D(t, yt , /\) = f (t, yt , /\) through (u, y) and (a, $), respectively, both 
defined on [a, u + a]. Then, we can write 
x(t) = 4?(t) 44 ~$9 + Ail(t) go(t, 4 - 434 gob p’> 
+ 4?(t) j-‘f& x,) 4 
r(t) = A-l@, 4 Aiu, 4 1cl(O) + A-V, A) g(t, yt 94 - A-l@, 4 g(u, $, A) 
+ A-Y& 4 ltf (s, ys $4 4 
(I 
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and so 
I x(t) - r(t)l < I 43t) 44 - A-l@, 4 4% h I I dOI 
+ I A-‘(4 4J, 41 I v,(O) - WI 
+ I 43t) - A-v, 41 I B&7 %)I + I A-l@, h)l 
+ I A-V, 41 I g(c Xt > 4 - &Yt 9 41 
+ I 4t) - Ht, 9 I &I(~> 94 + I A-y& 41 
x I &l(u, VI - g(u, 9b 41 
+ I A-V, 41 I g(u, qJ3 A) - g(u, *, 41 
+ I &?(t)I 1” I fo(s, 4 - fob YJ ds 
+ I -4?(t) o -@(A 41 j j)oDt rJ ds 1 
+ I 4,4l 1” I fG> ys ,4 - fob rs>l ds. D 
Now assume that x(t) and y(t) remain in some ball wheref, satisfies a Lipschitz 
condition and f(t, y, A) -+ fo(t, v) uniformly for v in that ball and t E [0, T]. 
Then, there are constants K and 01 > 0 independent of u and a function 
p(h) which goes to zero as X -+ 0 such that 
I 40 - Y@)l < K I 9, - * l/2 + /3Gw + I Xt - yt l/2, u<t<u+a, 
and this implies 1 xt - yt I < K / v - # 1 + /3(X), for any t E [a, u + a], 
if we take K > 1. By iterating this inequality a finite number of times (the 
first step has to be done in an interval of length less than a) and assuming 
x,=y,,weseethat]x,-yy,I ~p(X),wherep(h)+OasA-+O,O<r<T. 
Now, let B(R) be a ball in C wheref,(t, 9’) is Lipschitz andf(t, v, A) +fo(t, ‘p) 
as h -+ 0, uniformly on [0, T] and B(R). Let E be R/2, and let 6 be the 
corresponding number to c in the definition funiform asymptotic stability. 
Take X small to guarantee that p(h) < R/4. If g, E B(S), we have proved 
that as long as T(X, t, VP) is defined in a subinterval of[0, T] and does not leave 
B(R), it does not leave B(3R/4). Since f(A, ., .) maps bounded sets into 
bounded sets, it follows that T(h, t, v) is defined on [0, T] (see [9]) and 
T(X, t, v) + T,(t, v) uniformly for 97 E B(S) and for t in [0, T]. 
LEMMA 3. Consider a NFDE (d/dt) D(t, xt) = f(t, q). Let T be a real 
number and assume / f(s, rpl) - f(s, vz)l < L I rpl - v)2 /, 0 < s < 7 and 
q+ , cp2 in some set I$ . Let Kl C K,, such that T(s, 0, Kl) C K,, , 0 < s < 7. 
Then, T(T, 0, .) is uniformly continuous on Kl . 
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Proof. If D(t, p’) = A(t) v(O) - g(t, VI and x(t) and y(t) are solutions 
through (a, IJI) and (a, #), then 
+ A-l(t) j”$f 6, rs) 6 0 
for t E [a, u + a]. Arguing as in Lemma 2, if we take OL small, we have 
1 xt - yt / < L ] y - I/ I, and a finite number of iterations gives / xt - yt 1 < 
L” j p - I/ /, 0 < t < 7, which proves the lemma. 
DEFINITION. The operator is uniformly stable if there are constants K 
and y > 0 such that the solution of the “difference quation” D(t, xt) = 0, 
x0 = v, D(u, p’) = 0 satisfies 1 xt 1 < Ke-Y(t-U) 1ff3 1, t > u > 0. In particular, 
the operator defined by DCJJ = ~(0) is stable. 
THEOREM 3. Using the notation introduced before, consider the equation 
(44 W, xt 34 = f (t, xt , h), f and D w-periodic nt, w > 0. Assume that 
4 is uniformly stabk A(&4 - A,(t), g(t, A) -+ go(t), f (4 y, 4 - fo(t, v), U.S 
/\ -+ 0, uniformly on 0 < t < w and 9 in some neighborhood of the origin. 
Assume further that fo(t, v) satisJes a Lipschitz condition for q~ in some 
neighborhood of the origin, uniformly on 0 < t < w and that the origin is a 
uniformly asymptotically stable quilibrium point of (d/dt) Do(t, xt) = fo(t, xJ. 
Then, there is a h, > 0 such that if 1 h I < X, , the equation (d/dt) D(t, xt , h) = 
f (t, xt , h) has an w-periodic solution which goes to zero as h --f 0. If f and 
D do not depend on t, there is an equilibrium point of the perturbed equation 
which goes to zero as X -+ 0. 
Proof. From the assumptions it follows that if X is small, D(t, ., A) is also 
uniformly stable because the set of the uniformly stable periodic operator is 
open with the norm j D I = SUP,,(,~, 1D(t, .)I [8]. From the variation of 
constants formula [IO], the stability of D and the equality T,(nw) = Ton(w), 
where To is the flow which goes with the difference quation, it follows that 
for t > 0, T(A, t, .) is the sum of a linear operator with spectral radius 
strictly less than one and a complete continuous operator, and so T(A, t, -) 
is an or-contraction i an appropriate norm in C. Observing that w-periodic 
solutions correspond to fixed points of T(w), the conclusion is given by 
Theorems 1 and 2 and by taking the number n in Lemma 2 satisfying 
nw > 2T(17). 
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Remarks. The reader can see that the assumption on uniform asymptotic 
stability can be weakened, but we assumed it to avoid new names. 
Many improvements to the original work were possible after conversations 
with Professor Jack K. Hale. 
As the referee has pointed out, the problem of putting the existence of 
periodic solutions of neutral equations in terms of existence of fixed points 
of ol-contractions has been studied by Sadovskii in [ll, 121. 
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